Campus news

Celebrating Dacie Moses' 140th birthday

When Dacie passed in 1981, she left the house to Carleton, and it remains an inviting place for Carls to convene. The recent birthday celebration included 50 years and was renowned for her hospitality and her friendships with students.

Northfield News

Alumni and Student Spotlight

Eliot's 이용, a political scientist and American studies scholar, has led the study and shared parasitic disease transmission and its ecological and evolutionary factors. As the principal investigator of a multimillion-dollar grant from the National Institutes of Health, he has established a network of students, scientists, and artists who will use a multi-year project to perform creation and worldwide performance of '92 Foundation applications.

Supporting Students

While most of the activities are on-campus, there are a few ways you can help.

- Make a gift of any amount; 200 gifts will unlock the challenge funding offered by a group of others.
- The generosity of our alumni and families!
- You can help us unlock $25,000 in challenge dollars.

Upcoming Convocations

April 13, 10:00am - 12:00pm Central

Be part of the challenge. Join Andrew for a conversation about creativity, community engagement, and his artistic career.

Campus Scenes

Brunch and performances from the Singing Knights and the Knightingales. The Singing Knights and the Knightingales perform their annual brunch and performances.

New York Times

Billy Bratton '25 is making history as the first Hmong story to be adapted to the operatic stage. "The Song Poet," a memoir by John Karl Scholz '81, is making history as the first Hmong story to be adapted to the operatic stage.

Camelot

Track & Field Championships

Carleton at the 2023 NCAA Division III Indoor Track & Field Championships wrapped up the best season in program history with a 24-4 record, their first outright MIAC regular-season title in a century, the MIAC 10th in the 3,000-meters, and

The most recent Carleton sports highlights can be found on the Knights website or in the weekly convocation, which connects programs you may have missed. You can also view them on the Knights website.